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1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose that G is a group that is not finitely generated. Then G can be
expressed as the union of a chain of proper subgroups. The cofinality of G,
 .written c G , is defined to be the least cardinal l such that G can be
expressed as the union of the chain of l proper subgroups. If k is an
 .infinite cardinal, then Sym k denotes the group of all permutations of the
set k . In this paper, we shall regard cardinals as initial ordinals. With this
 <convention, k is a set of cardinality k ; namely, k s a a is an ordinal
< < 4 . w xsuch that a - k . In 12 , Macpherson and Neumann proved that
  .. w xc Sym k ) k . In 13 , Sharp and I studied the possibilities for the value
  ..   ..of c Sym v . In particular, we proved that it is consistent that c Sym v
and 2 v can be any two prescribed regular uncountable cardinals, subject
  .. vonly to the obvious requirement that c Sym v F 2 . In our next paper
w x   ..14 , we considered the relationship between c Sym v and some well-
w x w xknown cardinal invariants of the continuum. While the papers 13 and 14
were heavily set-theoretic and assumed a familiarity with proper forcing,
the present paper studies some more group-theoretic questions and should
be intelligible to the typical model theorist or infinite group theorist.
 .Our starting point is the observation that Sym v can be regarded as the
 :automorphism group of v ; , the ‘‘trivial countably infinite structure.’’
  ..   ..This suggest the problem of trying to compare c Sym v and c Aut M
for various countable structures M. Throughout this paper, we restrict
 .our attention to those countable structures M such that Aut M is not
.finitely generated. Our approach to this problem is based on the following
result.
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DEFINITION 1.1. Let H F G. Then G is finitely generated over H if
there exist finitely many elements g , . . . , g g G such that G s1 n
 :H, g , . . . , g .1 n
PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose that G is not finitely generated, and that H is
 .  .subgroup of G. If G is finitely generated o¨er H, then c H F c G .
 .Proof. Let c G s l. Express G s D G as the union of a chain ofa - l a
l proper subgroups. Let H s H l G . Then H s D H . Since G isa a a - l a
finitely generated over H, each H is a proper subgroup of H. Thusa
 .c H F l.
In Section 2, we shall prove the following result.
 .THEOREM 1.3. If M is a countable v-categorical structure, then Sym M
 .   ..   ..is finitely generated o¨er Aut M . Hence c Aut M F c Sym v .
  ..   ..It is conceivable that c Aut M F c Sym v for all countable struc-
<  . <tures M. For example, if the Continuum Hypothesis holds, then Aut M
v   ..   ..F 2 s v and so c Aut M F c Sym v .1
Question 1.4. Is it consistent with ZFC that there exists a countable
  ..   ..structure M such that c Sym v - c Aut M ?
  ..There exist countable v-categorical structures M such that c Aut M
  ..- c Sym v . For example, there exists a countable v-categorical struc-
ture B such that the product of countably many cyclic groups of order 2 is
 .  w x .   ..a homomorphic image of Aut B . See 10 . It follows that c Aut B s
v.
We obtain some attractive and apparently difficult problems when we
  ..   ..ask whether c Aut M s c Sym v for various well-known structures M.
For example, let Q be the linearly ordered set of rationals and let G be the
w x w x  .  .random graph. By 7 and 9 , both Aut Q and Aut G have uncountable
cofinality.
  ..   ..Conjecture 1.5. It is consistent with ZFC that c Aut Q - c Sym v .
  ..   ..Question 1.6. Is it consistent with ZFC that c Aut G - c Sym v ?
From Section 3 onward, we shall study the above problem for the case
when M is a vector space of countably infinite dimension over a finite
field, possibly equipped with a nondegenerate symplectic, hermitian, or
w xorthogonal form. Following Evans 6 , we shall refer to M as a classical
 .space and say that Aut M is a classical group. The following is the main
result of this paper.
  ..   ..THEOREM 1.7. If M is a classical space, then c Aut M s c Sym v .
w x  4Our notation generally follows that of Evans 6 . Thus v s 0, 1, 2, . . .
is the set of natural numbers. We also regard each natural number n g v
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 4as the set of its predecessors; for example, 2 s 0, 1 . We use the conven-
v  .tion that if g g v, then g y1 s 0. If A and B are sets, then A^ B
 .  .denotes the symmetric difference A R B j B R A . A subset I of v is
< < < <  .said to be a moiety if I s v R I s v. If G F Sym V and A is a subset
of V, then G , G denote respectively the setwise and pointwise sta- A4  A.
bilisers of A in G.
  ..2. A MAXIMALITY RESULT FOR c Sym v
In this section, we shall prove Theorem 1.3. We shall begin by proving
the following special case of Theorem 1.3.
 .  .THEOREM 2.1. There exist p , p g Sym Q such that Sym Q s1 2
  . :Aut Q , p , p .1 2
We shall make use of the following result in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let g gvv be a strictly increasing function. Then
 .  .  .P s  Sym F , where F s g n R g n y 1 .g n- v n n
w x  .  < v :LEMMA 2.3 13 . Sym v s P g g v is strictly increasing .g
 < :Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let s i - v be an enumeration ofi
 .  .  .D Sym n chosen so that if i F j, then dom s F dom s . ExpressnG1 i j
< <  .  .N s D I , where I s dom s and i - j implies that max I -i- v i i i i
 .  .min I . Define an element p g Sym Q by specifying p ° I , i - v, asj 1 1 i
 .  .follows and letting p q s q for all q g Q R N. Let s g Sym t and let1 i
 4I s l , l q 1, . . . , l q t y 1 . Then for each j, k g t,i
p l q j s l q k iff s j s k . . .1 i
 .Note that if A is an infinite subset of N, then there exists g g Aut Q
w xsuch that g A s N. Hence, by considering suitable conjugates of p by1
 . velements of Aut Q , we see that for each strictly increasing g g v
  . :and each c g P , there exists w g Aut Q , p such that w ° N s c .g 1
  . :  . w xBy Lemma 2.3, Aut Q , p induces Sym N on N. By Lemma 2.4 12 ,N41
 .  .this implies that there exists p g Sym Q such that Sym Q s2
  . :Aut Q , p , p .1 2
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let M be a countable v-categorical structure.
w xBy Proposition 2.1 of 11 , there exists an infinite subset D : M and a
 .dense linear ordering without endpoints, - , on D such that Aut M D4
induces all - -preserving permutations of D. By Theorem 2.1, there exist
 .   . :  .p , p g Sym M such that Aut M , p , p induces Sym D on D.D41 2 1 2
w x  .  .By Lemma 2.4 of 12 , there exists p g Sym M such that Sym M s3
  . :Aut M , p , p , p .1 2 3
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3. THE COFINALITY OF THE RESTRICTED LINEAR GROUP
 .For the rest of this paper, we fix a finite field F s GF q of characteris-
 .  < 4tic p. Let V s V v, F be the vector space with basis B s ¨ n - v .n
Working with respect to B, we can regard each linear transformation
 .  .T : V ª V as an element of M s M v, F , the ring of v = v -matrices
 .each row in a matrix having only a finite number of nonzero entries with
ˆ ˆ .entries in F. Let M s M v, F be the subring of those matrices in M in
which every column has only a finite number of nonzero entries.
ˆ ˆ .DEFINITION 3.1. The restricted linear group, L s L v, F , is the group
ˆof units in M.
ˆ w xThe group L was introduced by Evans 6 , who used it to understand the
structure of the automorphism groups of infinite dimensional symplectic,
hermitian, and orthogonal spaces. We shall need it for the same purpose in
Section 4, and shall also find it useful in our study of the infinite
ˆw xdimensional general linear group. In 6 , Evans remarked that L is strictly
ˆ .included in GL v, F l M. There is a very useful and natural characteriza-
ˆtion of L, which can be regarded as the linear analogue of Lemma 2.3.
DEFINITION 3.2. Let g gvv be a strictly increasing function. Then
 g . g  <  .  .:Q s  GL V , where V s ¨ i g g n R g n y 1 .g n- v n n i
 .We regard Q as a subgroup of GL v, F . Clearly Q is a subgroup ofg g
Lˆ.
ˆ v < :THEOREM 3.3. L s Q g g v is strictly increasing .g
ˆThis characterization of L will be proved in Section 5. Note that if we
ˆ .  .  .regard Sym B as a subgroup of GL v, F , then Sym B F L. In this
section, we shall use Theorem 3.3 to prove the following result.
ˆ  .THEOREM 3.4. L is finitely generated o¨er Sym B .
ˆ .   ..COROLLARY 3.5. c L s c Sym v .
ˆ  ..  .Proof. By Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 1.2, c Sym v F c L . Since
ˆ  . w x  .L induces Sym B on B, Lemma 2.4 of 12 yields that Sym V is B4
ˆ ˆ .   ..finitely generated over L. Hence c L F c Sym v .
In the proof of Theorem 3.4, we shall also need the following results on
finite linear groups. Both of these results will be proved in Section 6.
 .THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that n G 5 and that n, q y 1 s 1. Then there
 .  .exists a conjugacy class C of SL n, q such that for e¨ery g g SL n, q , theren
exist a, b, c g C such that g s abc.n
THEOREM 3.7. Let n G 1 and let V be the F-¨ector space with basis0
 < n 4  .  .B s ¨ 1 F i F q y 1 . Regard S s Sym B as a subgroup of GL V .0 i 0 0
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Then there exists an n-dimensional subspace W of V such that S induces0 W 4
 .GL W on W.
ˆDuring the proof of Theorem 3.4, it will often be useful to consider L as
 .  .a group of v q v = v q v -matrices, in the following manner. Let I
be a moiety of v, and let e: v ª I and f : v ª v R I be the increasing
enumerations of I, v R I respectively. Then by re-ordering B as
ˆ ˆ < .  < .¨ n - v ¨ n - v , we obtain a representation of L as a group ofen. f n.
 .  .  < :v q v = v q v -matrices. Let Z s ¨ n - v .en.
Then
A 0ˆ ˆ ˆL s A , B g L v , F and M g M v , F . .  .Z4  5 /M B
ˆ .DEFINITION 3.8. If H is a subgroup of L v, F , then
A 0IH s A g H . 5 /0 1
w xThe following result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.5 in 6 .
ˆ ˆ  .:LEMMA 3.9. L s L , Sym B .Z4
LEMMA 3.10. Let g gvv be a strictly increasing function such that
  .  ..   . :lim g n q 1 y g n s `. Let G s Sym B , Q . Then there existsnª` g
ˆ ˆ  :p g L such that L s G, p .
 < 4 vProof. Let I s 2n n - v . Let h g v be any strictly increasing func-
tion. Then there exists a moiety J of v such that Q J F Q . Sinceh g
 . ISym B F G, this implies that Q F G. By Theorem 3.3,h
A 0Iˆ ˆL s A g L v , F F G. . 5 /0 1
Similarly, we see that
1 0 ˆB g L v , F F G . 5 /0 B
and hence that
A 0 ˆH s A , B g L v , F F G. . 5 /0 B
1 0 < : w xLet X s ¨ n - v . Let p s . In the Proof of Lemma 2.4 in 6 , /2 n 1 1
ˆ ˆ :  :Evans showed that L s H, p . By Lemma 3.9, L s G, p .X 4
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Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let g gvv be a strictly increasing function such
that
 .   .  ..i lim g n q 1 y g n s `; andnª`
 .   .  . .ii g n q 1 y g n , q y 1 s 1 for all n - v.
v  . g 0.  .  .Define h g v inductively by h 0 s q y 1 and h n q 1 s h n q
g nq1.yg n.  .q y 1. Consider the action of P s  Sym H on B, wheren- v n
 <  .  .4H s ¨ i g h n R h n y 1 .n i
 :By Theorem 3.7, there exist subspaces W of H for n - v such thatn n
 .  .  .  .a dim W s g n y g n y 1 ; andn
 .  .b if W s [ W , then P induces P GL W on W.n- v n W 4 n- v n
ˆ < :  .  .Let X s ¨ n - v , and regard L as a group of v q v = v q v -2 n
ˆ < .  < .matrices by re-ordering B as ¨ n - v ¨ n - v . Then there2 n 2 nq1
ˆ w x   . :exists p g L such that p W s X, and such that if G s Sym B , p1 1 1 1
then
B 0ˆ ˆfor every B g Q , there exist C g L and M g M such that g G .g 1 /M C
3.11 .
Note that
y1 y1B 0 A 0 B 0 BAB 0s X /  /  /  /M C 0 1 M C M 1
X ˆ ˆfor some M g M. Thus Theorem 3.6 implies that there exists p g L2
 :such that G s G , p satisfies the following property.2 1 2
A 0g ˆFor each A g SL V , there exists M g M such that g G . . n 2 /M 1n-v
3.12 .
U  < 4Let F s l 1 F i F q y 1 , and let v s D J be a partition of vi 1F iF qy1 i
ˆ  .into q y 1 moieties. Define d g L by d ¨ s l ¨ , where k g J . Thenk i k i
  . :it is easily seen that Sym B , d contains every invertible diagonal
 .  :v = v -matrix. Hence G s G , d has the following property.3 2
A 0ˆFor each A g Q , there exists M g M such that g G . 3.13 .g 3 /M 1
ˆ  :By Lemma 3.10, there exists p g L such that G s G , p has the4 4 3 4
following property.
A 0ˆ ˆFor each A g L, there exists M g M such that g G . 3.14 .4 /M 1
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Now note that
y1 1 0A 0 1 0 A 0 s .y1 /  /  /  /M 1 1 1 M 1 A 1
ˆw xIn the proof of Lemma 2.4 of 6 , Evans showed that every matrix M g M
ˆcan be expressed as the sum of four matrices from L. Hence we see that if
1 0  :p s then G s G , p has the following property: /5 5 4 51 1
1 0 ˆM g M F G . 3.15 .5 5 /M 1
A 0 ˆ .  . <Combining 3.14 and 3.15 , we obtain that A g L F G . It 5 / 50 1ˆfollows easily that G s L.5
4. THE COFINALITIES OF THE INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL
CLASSICAL GROUPS
In this section, we shall prove that if M is a vector space of countably
infinite dimension over the finite field F, possibly equipped with a nonde-
  ..generate symplectic, hermitian, or orthogonal form, then c Aut M s
  ..  .c Sym v . First we shall consider the case when M s V v, F and
 .  .Aut M s GL v, F . To understand this case, it is helpful to consider the
 .  .action of Sym v on countable independent families in P v .
 .DEFINITION 4.1. A family F : P v is said to be independent iff
whenever m, n - v and A , . . . , A , B , . . . , B are distinct members of0 m 0 n
F, then
< <A l ??? l A l v R B l ??? l v R B s v . .  .0 m 0 n
 . U < <DEFINITION 4.2. If A, B g P v , then A s B iff A^ B - v.
 < 4  < 4PROPOSITION 4.3. Suppose that C s C n - v and D s D n - vn n
 . w x Uare independent families. Then there exists p g Sym v such that p C s Dn n
for all n - v.
Proof. We can inductively define a sequence of finite injective func-
tions p , n - v, so that the following conditions are satisfied:n
 .i p s B.0
 .ii dom p , ran p : v.n n
 .iii n g dom p l ran p .n n
 .  .iv If t g dom p R dom p and m F n, then t g C iff p t gn ny1 m n
D .m
Clearly p s D p satisfies our requirements.n- v n
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 < :PROPOSITION 4.4. Let 2 F p - v, and let T n - v be a sequence ofn
 .not necessarily distinct subsets of v. Then there exist independent families
t  t < 4F s A n - v , 0 F t F p y 1, such that for each n - v,n
 . s ta there exists a subset R of v such that A l A s R for alln n n n
0 F s - t F p y 1; and
 .  t .b T s D A R R .n 0 F t F py1 n n
Proof. Consider the set P of all finite partial functions f : v = p = v
ª 2 which satisfy the following condition.
 .  .Let n, l g v = v. If there exists t g p such that n, t, l
 .g dom f , then n, s, l g dom f for all s g p. Furthermore,
if l g T , then there exists a unique s g p such that 4.5 .n
 .  .  .f n, s, l s 1; and if l f T , then f n, r, l s f n, s, l forn
all r, s g p.
We regard P as a partially ordered set by defining g F f iff g = f. A
subset D : P is said to be dense if for each f g P, there exists g g D
with g F f. It is easily seen that each of the following sets are dense:
<D s f g P n , t , l g dom f 4.6 4 .  .n , t , l .
 .for n, t, l g v = p = v ; and
Et , Nn , . . . , n , m , . . . , m :1 r 1 s
<s f g P There exists l ) N such that f n , t , l s 1 . i 4.7 .
for all 1 F i F r and f m , t , l s 0 for all 1 F j F s4 .j
for n , . . . , n , m , . . . , m distinct natural numbers, t g p, and N g v.1 r 1 s
 < 4  .  .Let D n - v enumerate all the dense sets of type 4.6 or 4.7 . Thenn
we can define inductively a sequence f , n - v, of elements of P such thatn
 .i f F f for all n - v ; andnq1 n
 .ii f g D .n n
Let f s D f . Then f is a function from v = p = v into 2. Forn- v n
t  . t  .each n - v and t g p, define A g P v by l g A iff f n, t, l s 1.n n
t  t < 4Then it is easily checked that the families F s A n - v satisfy ourn
requirements.
We shall use Propositions 4.3 and 4.4 in the proof of the following
 .  .  .result. Consider M v, F as a left Sym B -module. Thus if B g Sym B ,
then the permutation matrix B acts by permuting the rows of each matrix
ˆ .  .  .  .M g M v, F . Note that M v, F is a Sym B -submodule of M v, F .
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ˆ .  .  .LEMMA 4.8. M v, F is finitely generated o¨er M v, F as a Sym B -
module.
 < 4Proof. Let A s A n - v be any independent family of subsets of v.n
For each n - v, define S s A R n. Then S sUA for each n - v, andn n n n
 < 4so F s S n - v is also an independent family. Furthermore, for eachn
l - v, there exist only finitely many n - v such that l g S . Thus we cann
 l .  . Udefine elements M s m g M v, F for each l g F byl l , n
ml s l if l g Sl , n n
4.9 .
s 0 if l f S .n
 .  .  .Now let C s c g M v, F be an arbitrary element. Let p s char F .l , n
U  l .For each l g F , let C s c be the matrix defined byl l , n
cl s l if c s ll , n l , n
s 0 otherwise.
U  l < :For each l g F , define the sequence T n - v of subsets of v byn
l  < l 4 UT s l g v c s l . By Proposition 4.4, for each l g F , there existn l , n
 l, t < 4independent families A n - v for 0 F t F p y 1 such that for eachn
n - v,
 . l l, s l, t la there exists a subset R of v such that A l A s R for alln n n n
0 F s - t F p q 1; and
 . l  l, t l.b T s D A R R .n 0 F t F py1 n n
By Proposition 4.3, for each l g FU and 0 F t F p y 1, there exists
l, t  . l, tw x U l, t Up g Sym v such that p S s A for all n - v. For each l g Fn n
l, t  .and 0 F t F p y 1, let B g Sym B be the permutation matrix which
corresponds to p l, t. Then
py1
l, t ˆC y B ? M g M v , F . .  l /UlgF ts0
 .  .It will now be useful to consider GL v, F as a group of v q v =
ˆ .  < .  < .v q v -matrices by re-ordering B as ¨ n - v ¨ n - v . Let2 n 2 nq1
1 0U s M g M v , F . . 5 /M 1
 .   .:LEMMA 4.10. GL v, F s U, Sym B .
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1 M  . :Proof. Let G s Sym B , U . Then we also have that M g / 0 1
 .M v , F is included in G. Hence for each A g GL v, F , . 5
A 0 1 0 y11 1 1 0 1 yAs g G.y1 y1  /  /  / /  / 0 1 A y 1 1 0 10 A A y 1 1
A 0 .Claim 4.11. For each A g GL v, F , g G. /0 1
Proof of Claim 4.11. Re-order the basis so that is has order type v ? v.
 .Let B g GL v ? v, F be a block-diagonal matrix with blocks of type
v = v such that infinitely many blocks are copies of A and infinitely many
B 0blocks are copies of 1. Then g s g G. There exists an elementy1 /0 B
y1 C 0 . p g Sym B such that gp gp has the form , where C g GL v ? /0 1
.v, F is block-diagonal with blocks of type v = v such that exactly one
block is copy of A and the rest are copies of 1. The claim follows easily.
It is now easily seen that
A 0H s A , B g GL v , F and M g M v , F F G .  . 5 /M B
and
A MK s A , B g GL v , F and M g M v , F F G. .  . 5 /0 B
 < :  < :  .Let X s ¨ n - v and Y s ¨ n - v . Then H s GL v, F2 n 2 nq1 X 4
 . w xand K s GL v, F . In 5 , Evans showed thatY 4
 :GL v , F , GL v , F , Sym B s GL v , F . .  .  .  . 4  4X Y
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.10.
 .  .THEOREM 4.12. GL v, F is finitely generated o¨er Sym B . Hence
  ..   ..c GL v, F s c Sym v .
 .Proof. By Theorem 3.4, it is enough to show that GL v, F is finitely
ˆ ˆ ˆ .  .  .generated over L s L v, F . Regard L as a group of v q v = v q v -
ˆmatrices. Then L contains the subgroups
1 0ˆ ˆU s M g M v , F . 5 /M 1
and
1 0S s B g Sym B . . 5 /0 B
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Consider the action of S on U given by
1 01 0 1 0 1 0s .y1 /  /  / /0 B M 1 B ? M 10 B
ˆ :By Lemma 4.8, there exists a finite subset F ; U such that U F L, F .
ˆ .  :By Lemma 4.10, GL v, F s L, F .
  . :Now we turn to the case when M s V v, F , s , where s is a
nondegenerate symplectic, hermitian, or orthogonal form. For the sake of
simplicity, we shall just deal with the case when s is a symplectic form.
The other cases are similar. The analogues of Lemma 4.13 and 4.14 for
w x .the hermitian and orthogonal cases can also be found in Evans 6 . Let
ˆ .  < .  < .G s Aut M . Choose an ordered basis e i - v f j - v such thati j
 .  .  .e , f s d and e , e s f , f s 0 for all i, j - v. We shall consider Gi j i j i j i j
 .  .as a group of v q v = v q v -matrices with respect to this basis. Let
ˆ T < :  < :  .E s e i - v and F s f j - v . If S g M v, F , then S denotes thei j
transpose of S.
 w x.  :LEMMA 4.13. Evans 6, Theorem 1.5 . G s G , G .E4 F 4
 w x.LEMMA 4.14. Evans 6, Lemma 1.3 .
 .i G s G i G .E4 E . E4F 4
A 0 T ˆ .  . <  .4y1ii G s A g L v, F .0 AE4F 4  .
1 0 Tˆ .  . <  . 4iii G s S g M v, F , S s S .E . S 1
 < 4  .Let E s e i - v . Then we can identify Sym E with the subgroupi
A 0
A g Sym E .Ty1 5 /0 A .
of G.
 .  .THEOREM 4.15. G is finitely generated o¨er Sym E . Hence c G s
  ..c Sym v .
ˆ .  .By Lemma 4.14 ii , G is isomorphic to L v, F . Hence, usingE4F 4
 .Theorem 3.4, we have that G is finitely generated over Sym E . NoteE4F 4
that
y1
A 0 A 0 1 01 0 s .T T Ty1 y1 /  / /  /S 1 A SA 10 A 0 A .  .
Thus Theorem 4.15 is an easy consequence of the following result.
ˆ .LEMMA 4.16. Let R F M v, F be the subgroup of matrices S such that
T ˆ T .S s S. Consider R as an L v, F -module ¨ia the action S ? A s A SA. Then
ˆ .R is a cyclic L v, F -module.
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w xProof. In the proof of Lemma 2.7 6 , Evans showed that R is gener-
ˆ .ated as a subgroup of M v, F by the block-diagonal matrices in which
 .each block is a finite symmetric matrix. If B, C are n = n -matrices over F
for some n G 1, then we say that B and C are congruent if there exists an
 . T  w xinvertible n = n -matrix A over F such that C s A BA. Reference 8 is
a good reference for the congruence problem for symmetric and alternat-
.ing matrices.
 .  .Case 1. Suppose that char F / 2. If B is a symmetric n = n -matrix
ˆ .over F, then B is congruent to a diagonal matrix. Let D g M v, F be a
diagonal matrix such that each l g F occurs as a diagonal entry infinitely
ˆ .many times. Then it is easily seen that D generates R as an L v, F -mod-
ˆ T  .ule. Remember that if A g L v, F is a permutation matrix, then A s
y1 .A .
 .  . Case 2. Suppose that char F s 2. Let B s b be a symmetric n =i j
.n -matrix over F. B is said to be alternating if b s 0 for all 1 F i F n. If Bii
is not alternating, then B is congruent to a diagonal matrix. On the other
hand, if B is alternating then B is congruent to a block-diagonal matrix,
0 1 X ˆ .  .where each block is either or 0 . Let D g M v, F be a block- /1 0
0 1diagonal matrix such that infinitely many blocks are copies of ; and /1 0
 . Xfor each l g F, infinitely many blocks are copies of l . Then D gener-
ˆ .ates R as an L v, F -module.
5. A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE RESTRICTED
LINEAR GROUP
 < vIn this section, we shall prove Theorem 3.3. Let G s Q g g v isg
ˆ ˆ:strictly increasing . Then clearly G F L. We must show that G s L. Note
 .that Lemma 2.3 implies that Sym B is a subgroup of G. Once again, we
ˆ  .  .shall initially consider L as a group of v q v = v q v -matrices by
ˆ < .  < .re-ordering B as ¨ n - v ¨ n - v . Let2 n 2 nq1
1 0ˆ ˆU s M g M . 5 /M 1
The proof of the following result is almost identical to that of Lemma 4.10.
ˆ ˆ  .:LEMMA 5.1. L s U, Sym B .
1 0ˆ ˆThus we need only show that U F G. Let g s , where M g M is /M 1
arbitrary. Then there exists an ordering of B of order type v such that,
with respect to this ordering, g is represented by a lower triangular v = v
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matrix.
1 0¡ ¦
B 11
0 0 1 0
C 0 B 11 2R s
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 C 0 B 12 3
.¢ §. .
Here for each i G 1, there exists an integer n such that B is ani i
1 0n = n -matrix and is a 2n = 2n -matrix; and the columns belowB 1 /i i i ii
each of the C only contain zeros. For the rest of this proof, we shalli
ˆ  .regard L as a group of v = v -matrices with respect to the standard
ˆ < :ordering ¨ n - v of B. Let h g L be the linear transformation whichn
is represented with respect to the standard ordering by the matrix R. Then
 . y1  .there exists an element p g Sym B such that p gp s h. Since Sym B
F G, in order to prove that g g G, it is enough to prove that h g G. From
now on, we shall identify h with the matrix R. Let S g G be the
1 0block-diagonal matrix with ith block D s . Then an easy calcula-yB 1 /i i
tion shows that
1 0¡ ¦
0 1
0 0 1 0
C 0 0 11RS s .
0 0 1 0
C 0 0 12
.¢ §. .
 .Let T g Sym B be the permutation matrix which interchanges the 2 ith
 .and 2 i q 1 st block of basis vectors in B for each i G 1. Then
1 0 0
0 1 0
C 0 11
TRST s .1 0
C 12 0. . .
Then TRST g G, and hence R g G. This completes the proof of Theorem
3.3.
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6. A LITTLE FINITE GROUP THEORY
In this section, we shall prove Theorem 3.6 and 3.7.
 .Proof of Theorem 3.6. Let n G 5 be an integer such that n, q y 1 s 1.
 .The bound of n G 5 was chosen to make the proof as easy as possible.
 .  .  .  .Then SL n, q , PSL n, q and GL n, q s SL n, q = Z, where Z is the
 .  .centre of GL n, q . Also, the regular unipotent elements of SL n, q form
 w x .a single conjugacy class C. See Section 5.1 in 3 .
 .Let S s SL n, q , and let g g S be an arbitrary element. Let N s
 . 3 < 4a, b, c g C g s abc . We must show that N ) 0. Let z g C be some
w xfixed element. By Lemma 10.1 of Chapter 1 in 1 ,
33< <C x z x g .  .
N s , 2< <S x 1 .x
 .where x ranges over the set of irreducible characters of SL n, q . If x is
  . .  .an irreducible character such that x 1 , q / 1, then x z s 0. On the
 . ny1other hand, SL n, q has exactly q irreducible characters x such that
  . .  . x 1 , q s 1, and x z s "1 for each of these characters. See Section
w x .8.3 in 3 .
 .   . .Let x be an irreducible character of SL n, q such that x 1 , q s 1
 .  .and x / 1. Since GL n, q s SL n, q = Z, there is an associated irre-
 .  .  .ducible character w of GL n, q such that w 1 s x 1 . Using the results
w x  .in Section 4 of Bannai 2 , it is easily checked that if n G 5 then w 1 )
ny1  . ny1q y 1. Thus x 1 ) q y 1.
<  . <  .Using the above observations, together with the fact that x g F x 1
for every character x , we see that
33< <C x z x g .  .
N s 1 q  2< <S x 1 . 0x/1
  . .x 1 , q s1
and that
3 3
x z x g x z x g .  .  .  .
F 2 2
x 1 x 1 .  .x/1 x/1
  . .   . .x 1 , q s1 x 1 , g s1
1
F - 1.
x 1 .x/1
  . .x 1 , q s1
Hence N ) 0.
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Theorem 3.7 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.1. In the proof
w xof Theorem 6.1, we shall follow the notation of 4 . In particular, if G is a
finite group and M is an FG-module, then MU denotes the corresponding
contragredient module.
 .THEOREM 6.1. Let G s GL n, q act in the natural manner on the
 .G-module M s V n, q . Let FM be the corresponding permutation module of
dimension q n y 1. Then there exists an n-dimensional G-in¨ariant subspace
 .W of FM such that G induces GL W on W.
 .Proof. Choose some 0 / ¨ g V n, q and let H s G . Let 1 s Fw be¨ H
the trivial one-dimensional H-module, and let M be the H-moduleH
obtained from M by restricting scalars to FH. Then we can define a
 .  .nontrivial element p g Hom 1 , M by letting p w s ¨ . By theF H H H
w x  G .Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem 4 , Hom 1 , M / 0. By Section 10DFG H
w x  G .in 4 , there exists an isomorphism of F-modules Hom 1 , M ,FG H
 U  G .U .  U  G .U .  G .UHom M , 1 . In particular, Hom M , 1 / 0. Since 1 ,FG H FG H H
 U .G G1 , 1 s FM, it follows that FM contains a G-submodule W which isH H
isomorphic to the simple G-module MU. MU corresponds to the action of
 .  .  y1 .TGL n, q on V n, q induced by the map A ¬ A . It follows that G
 .induces GL W on W.
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